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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You are a system administrator using Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You are responsible for reviewing security roles. 

You need to determine whether roles have been assigned properly. 

Which reports should you use? To answer, select the appropriate report in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/sysadmin/securityreports#security-role-
access 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

You are the security administrator for a company that uses Dynamics 365 Finance. 

The company requires the following: 

1. 

UserA must be restricted from deleting customer records. 

2. 

UserA must be able to create new customer records and edit existing records. 

3. 

UserB must be able to manage retail assortments business processes. 
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You must use the principle of least privilege when assigning user security. You must use existing security functionality. 

You need to select the security components to implement the security requirements. 

Which security components should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate security components to the correct
security requirements. Each security component may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag the 

split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 3
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Your company uses Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You are responsible for approving purchases that exceed of a quarter million dollars. You need to use User Options to
allow another user to take over your role. 

You add the user and assign the user the Module scope. 

Does this action allow the user to take over your role? 

A. Yes, it does 

B. No, it does not 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a Dynamics 365 Finance system administrator. 

A company named Contoso Ltd. is creating a new legal entity that will be similar to an existing legal entity. Team
members copy key entities to the new legal entity using the Data management workspace. They indicate that there
were 

already-configured pieces of data unique to the new legal entity before they ran the Copy into legal entity process. 

The data import/export framework settings are listed in the table below: 

You need to determine what happened to the already-configured pieces of data. What happened to the data? 

A. Any source legal entity data that already exists in the destination legal entity will be updated. 

B. Any source legal entity data that already exists in the destination legal entity will be displayed as an error for user
action in the Data management workspace. 

C. Any destination legal entity data will be deleted and the source data will be inserted. 

D. Any source legal entity data that already exists in the destination legal entity will be ignored. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 
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You are configuring a sales order workflow in Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

An application stores the priority status value. The application is not integrated with Dynamics 365 Supply Chain
Management. 

You need to select the element type to use in the workflow. 

Which element type should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate element type to the correct element. Each
element type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to 

view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/fin-ops/organization-administration/workflow-
elements?toc=/dynamics365/commerce/toc.json 
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